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     This Promotion is focused on how to Revitalize and Rejuvenate Auxiliaries. When 

completing the District Official Visit of Auxiliary, our District Presidents or assigned 

Representatives have first-hand knowledge of their Auxiliaries. Let’s use them to be our ears and 

eyes. Listen to the District President or Representative. It is important to have good 

communication between the District President or Representative, Department President and 

Department Chief of Staff.  

     Let’s revitalize our Auxiliaries by having a good attitude when you visit them. As Department 

Chief of Staff, you should be training your District Presidents or assigned Representatives to 

look for the positives in our Auxiliaries. They should also be trained on how to be in the right 

zone to have recharging and thrilling ideals for our National Programs. Our District President or 

Representative should have inspiring words for their meetings. Make sure they have lifting, 

energized conversations during their visit. Inspire the members by giving them entrusted words 

on how to vitalize their Auxiliaries. By using these words, we can revitalize our Auxiliaries on 

being the best that they can be.  
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     Remember every member needs to feel that their involvement is necessary for the success of 

the Auxiliary. If the members feel welcomed and needed, they will come back to the meetings 

and functions we have. Let’s show that we are proud of our Auxiliary and our members in our 

community.  

     We can rejuvenate any Auxiliary that might need our assistance. The District President or 

assigned Representative need to be positive and have fresh ideals. You can tell someone that they 

did the wrong thing in a positive way. We can rejuvenate any Auxiliary member by being 

positive. A member will listen if you have positive words to say. District President or 

Representative, remember there is always a team that you can ask for support. Our National 

Programs interact with each other. Pick the right team for that Auxiliary but keep your 

Department President and Department Chief of Staff informed. If we revitalize and rejuvenate 

our Auxiliaries there will be less Red Flag Auxiliaries in our Department.  

     Remember Banding Together for Our Veterans starts with us being positive. 
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